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MEMORANDUM
September 14,2016

TO: Training Advisory Council (TAC)
Subject: TAC 2016 Training and Use of Force Report Recommendations
Thank you for the opportunity to review the TAC 2016 Training and Use ofForce Report
Recommendations. As you know, the Training Division plays a major role in the DOJ
settlement agreement, and has already made significant changes in the way it develops,
conducts and evaluates training. The Division will continue to undergo additional review and
development as DOJ recommendations are implemented and institutionalized. The TAC has
highlighted the monumental responsibility and role this division plays in the Bureau in keeping
our members safe and ensuring public safety for our community.
As you will note in our attached response, the Police Bureau will adopt a majority of the
recommendations and to agree in part, or agree to review a couple specific recommendations. We have
responded to each recommendation as well as documented our objectives.
Thank you for your hard work and thoroughness that was displayed in this report. Please also accept
my sincere gratitude for your continued participation on the Training Advisory Council and the efforts
you are making to continue to improve training practices that will positively impact the Portland Police
Bureau and our city.
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PPB Responses to the 2016 Training and Use

Opportunity Area

1.

1:

of Force Recommendations

Coaching Trainers

lnstruction and course development must be viewed as separate role requiring different sets
of skills even if the same member of the training staff performs both.
Agree. lt is critical to build expertise within the Training Division to enhance both instruction and
course development. ln 2014, the Training Division expanded lts curriculum development unit
and added two non-sworn staff with a background in adult learning and content development.
The Training Division continues to seek opportunities to enhance the skills of our sworn cadre of
tra iners.

2.

The Training Division should explore partnership opportunities with TAC to design and
implement a fully funded training development coaching program. The program would be for
those team members whose role it is to develop training courses and other support materials.
Agree, The Training Division ls willing to explore opportunities that leverage the experience and
knowledge of the TAC Members, We know many of the members have experience in adult
learning strategies and we would welcome their insight in crafting a coaching program for our
cadre of trainers.

3.

The Training Division and training developers should consider adiusting aspects of
performance evaluation against professional objectives set forth in development plans
created as a result of the coaching program.

Agree. The on-going process of evaluation is critical for the

success

of any program.

As

objectives are set, we will make necessary adjustments in our evaluation of performance in an
effort to capture the change through data.

Opportunity Area

1.

2:

Evaluation and Assessment

The methods of program evaluation should change to match the best practices of adult
learning as established by cognitive scientists and psychologists. TAC recommends that:

a.
b.

c.

The KirkPatrick model of training evaluation be recognized as the evaluation standard for
the Portland Police Bureau by other advisory boards and external organizations
ALL mandates and recommendations by external organizations to ppB that relate to the
measurement and/or evaluation of training should also align with the Kirkpatrick Model.
Per the Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation, the weight of evaluations results at each

level of the model should be considered in the measurement of ppB individual and
organizational performance. level 3 and 4 evaluations must be implemented and Level 3
evaluation will outweigh level 1 and 2 evaluations.

part. The Training Division recognizes the Kirkpatrick Model as the industry standard
for program evaluation and they are currently working to fully implement this model. This
Agree in

implementation includes on-going training for personnel specializing in program evaluation and

regular input from Dr. Kirkpatrick on the steps being taken. The full implementation of this
model establishes the "weight" for the levels as recommended by the TAC.

The Training Division responds to recommendations from organizations both internal and
external to PPB; and they come in many forms. While we appreciate the spirit of this
recommendation, we cannot require these groups to recognize the Kirkpatrick Model as the
standard for our division, nor conform to a structure for their recommendations related to
training. The Training Division is always open to recommendations and they have a robust
system in place to track, assess, and prioritize recommendations.

2.

The Training Division resources dedicated to evaluation of training and the analysis of data
should be increased to:

a,
b,

Fund

two more positions dedicated to

assembling and analyzing data, proactively

identifying gaps, and suggesting improvements based on the data.
Properly select candidates that know the Kirkpatrick model and are not temporary
employees.

Agree. As the Police Bureau continues to implement the Kirkpatrick Model, we continue to
assess the staffing commitment necessary to sustain our efforts to rely on data to drive change.
As conflrmed by the TAC, the Training Division is in need of additional support in order to meet
the demands of program evaluation.

3.

Training-related recommendations should be routed to the TAC for review to reduce
duplication of effort, prioritize obiectives, identify if TAC can be a good partner, and help
further develop the recommendation by leveraging the council's adult learning expertise.

Agree. The Training

Division welcomes input from the TAC on tra in ing-related
recommendations and they will work with the TAC steering committee to develop a process to
review them.

Opportunity Area

3:

Objective and Subjective Use of Language: Words Matter

Agree. The TAC Made a total of 6 recommendations related to word choice with lesson plans.
All of these individual changes can be generalized as avoiding "Us v. Them" within our learning
materials. This is a critical concept, as noted by other organizations, and PPB is committed to
making changes to its curriculum to avoid this perception. The Training Division accepts all the
recommended changes and will continue to work with the TAC on this important issue.

Opportunity Area

1.

4:

Use

of Force Summary Report Recommendations

that the Training Division support a possible re-institution of Use of
Force summary report review among officers with newly created ancillary training
materials. TAC suggests transferring and adapting key Use of Force learning activities,

TAC Recommends

visualizations, games, and focused conversations in bound flashcards sets for quick review
during shift changes across precincts.

A8ree. The Police Bureau will explore the re-institution of quarterly precinct based force
reviews to encourage peer and supervisor discussion on force, the identification of force
trends within their own units and to solicit input from practitioners of force on ways to
improve policy, training or tactics. We believe this work could be redefined and enhanced
by the inclusion of the Training Division. The Police Bureau also supports focused
conversations in Roll Call that are supported by appropriate learning materials.

2.

TAC recommends that the Training Division include Organizational Change Management
(OCMI leadership training in the 2016 Training Needs Assessment and that PPB schedule
formal training for the Chief, all senior management and selected trainers to develop and
communicate a Bureau-wide OCM Program.

Agree. Our profession continues to evolve and respond to the changing needs of our
community. These needs drive change and the Police Bureau agrees this topic should be
included in the 2016 Training Needs Assessment for consideration.

3.

that represent the quality of data used to generate Use
of Force reports in the reports because demonstrating the integrity of the data points
improves their credibility.
TAC recommends including graphs

Agree. Our reporting continues to evolve over time, and we believe these would be most
informative if included in the Force Audit Reports we are working on now and not
necessarily the Force Summary reports we have done in the past. We are open to further
discussion to see where best to include them without creating additional workload.

4.

TAC recommends that a definition of data quality assurance processes and the
methodology co-created with Compliance Office/Community Liaison (COC[) and ppB
analysts be included under the Measure Definitions section.
Agree. The Police Bureau agrees that a clear definition would be helpful in the report and
will work toward addinB that in future reports.

5.

that PPB perform further breakdowns on the ratios / percentages of Use
of Force variation between citizen-initiated requests for service and officer-initiated
requests for service.
TAC recommends

Agree to review. This is included within the Force Summary report for an aggregate of all
force cases. The Police Bureau is open to exploring the benefit of further analysis and
reporting the ratios of dispatched calls vs. self-initiated calls for each force type in future
reports.

6.

that PPB reinstate the sections Total Suspects lnvolved in PPB Use of
Force lncidents, as per its inclusion in earlier reports to provide regular insight into
demographic breakdowns of Use of Force incidents.

TAC recommends

Agree. The Police Bureau will include this in future reports.

7.

that the Bureau plan for and outline how more detailed breakdowns of
large data categories in the Use of Force summary reports may be refined after initial
compliance and policy goals are met. TAC seeks a proactive approach to better
undeBtand context of events leading up to Use of Force encounters to create a robust
quality control pro8ram to inform training.
TAC recommends

Agree to review. The Police Bureau believes this references two distinctly different matters;
force categories and calls for service categories. PPB may have the ability (through future

policy iterations) to further parse force categories such as takedown or control-holds in
future reports. However, PPB does not determine how BOEC categorizes calls for service
(Disturbance calls) and relies on BOEC data for our analysis. PPB does not have the capacity
at this time to devote analytical resources to study call type data from BOEC to determine if
significant subsections exist.
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1

lnt rod u ctio n
The Portland Police Bureau (PPB)Training Advisory Council (TAC) was established by Portland City
Council Resolution No. 36912 in 2012 to advise the Chief of Police and the Training Division on training
standards, practices, and outcomes through the examination of training content, delivery, tactics, policy,

equipment, facilities, and other human behavioral factors.
To facilitate creation of a report for the Training Division to include in an annual needs assessment, five

members of TAC and five members of the Division engaged in three strategic planning workshops in
October 2015 to identify priorities and select training areas to review.

lnitially TAC examined three areas of interest but settled on one
- Use of Force training - for several
reasons including TAC'S wish to fully comply with ltem 85 of the City of Portland's 2012 settlement
agreement with the U.S. Department ofJustice, which reads:
"...The Training Division and Training Advisory Council shall make written recommendations to
the Chief regarding proposed changes in policy, training, and/or evaluations based on the data
presented ... The Chief's Office shall assess all Use of Force patterns identified by the TraininB
Division and/or Training Advisory Council and timely implement necessary remedial training to
address deficiencies so identified."
TAC identified three opportunity areas and created task forces populated by members with an interest
and/or expertise in that area to research them. This research led to the development of 23

recommendations to the Chief of Police and Training Division captain included in the body of the report
2015 - 2016 Training Advisory Council Members
Bruno Amicci

McKay Fenske
Edward Hershey

Anne Parmeter

Sushanah Boston
David Denecke

Jean Johansson

Tina Pham Semko
La mont Wolverton

Daniel Duvall

Gary Marsch ke

M a rcus Am

icci

Corin ne Lowent ha

Prepared by: TAC Steering Committee
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I

Sylvia Zingesen
Date Submitted: June 14, 2016
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Recommendations
Opportunity Area 1: Coaching Trainers
Section 1: Find ings
ln regards to the readiness level of the Bureau to design and develop efficient and effective training, the
council finds:

1.

Training Division instructors are generallywell prepared and exceptionally good at delivering
training.

2.

Trainer (lnstructor) and Training Developer are separate and distinct roles and the skills/
knowledge required for each is vastly different.

3.

Most instructors develop the training that they deliver. They are also the subiect matter experts
in their assigned topics.

4.

Not every member in the Training Division has a background or education in Training
Development.

5.

According to the Association of Talent Development (ATD), worldwide higher education

organizations, and leaders in the Adult Learning (Training) lndustry, a successfultraining
developer will have significant knowledge of:

a.
b.
c.
d.

application of cognitive science and psychology in course design and development.
advanced communication methodology

training content development methodologies, and
training development tools mastery (i.e. Adobe Acrobat, Adobe lllustrator, Adobe
Photoshop, Adobe Premier, MS Publisher, MS PowerPoint).

6.

The application

ofthe previously mentioned skills and knowledge should significantly improve

consistency, efficiency and effectiveness of all PPB training by:

a.

increasing retention rates of knowledge transferred during training, e.g.: by assuring

that all lessons meet the outlined criteria, and that the majority of instructional time
active (speaking, writing, creating) versus passive (listening, watching, or reading).

b.

providing a natural path to the incorporation of analytically derived findings into the
training development process, and

c.

designing courses that address the balanced concerns of the Bureau and the

is

community.
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Section 2: Recommendations
TAC makes the following recommendations

1.. lnstruction and

course development must be viewed as separate roles requiring different sets of

skills even if the same member of the training staff performs both.

2.

The Training Division should explore partnership opportunities with TAC to design and

implement a fully funded training development coaching program. The program would be for
those team members whose role is to develop training courses and other support materials. The
coaching program goals might include:

a.

a pool of local volunteer training developers who can offer coaching support to Training

Division staff members holding the role of training developer;

b.

clear coaching guidelines that connect training developers to initialskill level and gap
assessments, objectives for each development area; progress reporting to achieve

individual professional goals, and

c.
3.

funding for materials needed during the coaching process.

The Training Division and training developers should consider adjusting aspects of performance

evaluation against professional objectives set forth in development plans created as a result the
coaching program.
The PPB should work with TAC to develop a pla n to better prepa re sworn officers for the role of training
developers. ln the case of civilian recruitment, PPB's plan must incorporate skills that better align with

the Adult Learning lndustry standards. One such standard is the Association of Talent Development's
Competencv model

Opportunity Area 2: Evaluation and Assessment
Section

1-:

Findings

With regard to the evaluation of whether PPB's training and related functions deliver against their
objectives, the Bureau's mission and the expectations of this community, TAC finds:

1.

2.

lt is a clear expectation ofthe DOJ, City Council, the COAB and other organizations that
evaluation of training is one of the key processes that will lead to more effective Portla nd Police
Bureau training delivery and application. Aduit learning specialists, psychologists, and cognitive
scientists concur with that expectation and extend the definition of training evaluation as to the
evaluation of the application of knowledge. TAC has found that many PPB individuals and units
outside of the Training Division overemphasize standard tests that do not evaluate the
application of the knowledge.
The Kirkpatrick model oftraining evaluation is used by the PPB Training Division. lt is a balanced
and informed measurement of whether the knowledge transfer was adequate, knowledge was
retained, lead to behavioral change and met the long-term organizational level ob.iectives.
Currently other organizations and advisory boards expect the PPB Training Division to only
evaluate if the knowledge was retained and not measure the application of the knowledge.
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3.

4.
5.
6.

The Training Division is facing staffing limitations that hinder the proper evaluation of training

programs, courses and other activities.
Some measurement standards requested by other PPB advisory bodies are inconsistent with
cognition science or training industry best practices.
PPB advisory bodies and other community groups often find it difficult to identify whether
specific concerns or issues relate to supervision or training or both.
Multiple sources are making training recommendations directly to the Training Division and in
most cases there is no alignment with TAC.

Section 2: Recommendations
TAC

therefore makes the following recommendations:

1.

The methods of program evaluation should change to match the best practices ofthe adult
learning industry as established by cognitive scientists and psychologists. TAC recommends that:
The Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation be reco gnized as the evaluation standard
for the Portland Police Bureau by other advisory boards and external organizations.
ALLmandates and recommendations by external organizations to PPBthat relateto the
measurement and/or evaluation of training should also align with the Kirkpatrick model.
lf another group is unfamiliar with the Kirkpatrick model, TAC can serve as a partner or
resource to align its mandates and recommendations with the Kirkpatrick model.
Per the Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation, the weight of evaluation results at each
level of the model should be considered in the measurement of PPB individual and
organizational performance. Level 3 and 4 evaluations must be implemented and Level 3
evaluation will outweigh Level l and 2 evaluations.
The Training Division resources dedicated to evaluation of training and the analysis of data
should be increased to:
fund two more positions dedicated to assembling and analyzing data, proactively
identifying gaps, and suggesting improvements based on the data.
properly select candidates that know the Kirkpatrick model and are not temporary
em ployees.
Training-related recommendations should be routed to the TAC for review to reduce duplication
of effort, prioritize objectives, identify if TAC can be a good partner, and help further develop
the recommendation by leveraging the council's adult learning expertise.

a.

b.

c.

2.

a.

b.

3.

Opportunity Area 3: Oblective and Subjective Use of Language: Words l\.4atter
Our Charge
We were asked by the fullTAC and the Training Division to review teaching materials covering Use of
Force prepared and used by instructors in PPB's Advanced Academy with an eye for objective/subjective
wording. "Keep the community's perception of subjective language in mind," we were advised. "Be
conscious of how subjective language can unwittingly create/support a particular culture."

Our Findings
We appreciate that training should encourage prudence without making officers so cautious that they
fail to use appropriate force when it is necessary. Much of the 82 pages of lesson planning we reviewed
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hits the mark, especially in units on discretion, ethics, and communication. Unfortunately we detect
some imbalance in several key areas dealing with police officers' mindset on patrol and the reports they
are required to submit after a use-of-force incident. As framed in the lesson plans, instruction in these
areas seems too preoccupied with protecting the officer, the Bureau, and the city regardless of the
circumstances. ln some cases the changes we are suggesting are nuanced. Changing "lf a witness
provides a negative account that is not accurate..." to "lf a witness provides a negative account you do
not feel is accurate..." may seem minor but it replaces an inherent sense of superiority with humility in
an arena where police sometimes display too much of the former and not enough of the latter. ln other
instances the disparity between the message that we should deliver to new officers and the one
reflected in teaching materials is blatant. For instance rather than calling a unit on post-incident reports
"Positively Reporting," the division should rename it "Complete and Accurate ReportinS."
Certain metaphorical phrases that may once have been deemed appropriate for training should also be
re-examined to reflect the Bureau's commitment to preparing officers to abandon old-line thinking and
apply modern techniques sensitive to the public interest even in response to dangerous situations that
require Use of Force. Equating police to sheepdogs and the residents they serve to sheep is probably no
longer useful nor is the term "warrior mentality." Some of the language referenced above, perpetuates
an "us vs. them" approach the PPB purports it wants to eliminate. We note with inte rest a recent re0ort
where in DOJ lawyers have urged PPB to drop the "us vs. them" mentality in officer training after
observing the Bureau's annual weeklong refresher training for Use of Force. DoJ also recommended that
the Bureau minimize use of military combat photos in active-shooter training, include community
volunteers in scenario-based instruction and find a way to allow residents to share their perspectives

about their experiences with officers as part of training, "As an overarching concern, we observed at
several points PPB instructors reinforced a sense of PPB being on the opposite side of the public whom
they police and serve," the federal civil rights.lawyers wrote.
Finally there is one glaring omission in "Use of Force" training materials. While the sub.iect can come up

when members of lnternal Affairs Division are invited to address trainees, nowhere do the reviewed
classwork lesson plans explicitly cover what officers should do if they feel they may have used excessive
force or observed another officer doing so. To our minds that silence speaks volumes because it goes to
the heart of a perception in some circles that police officers are prone to cover up an error or avoid
turning in another officer who has abused his or her authority. Given its legal and career implications,
not raising this issue frequently in training curriculum risks leaving new officers with the impressions
that they must never admit to being wrong.

Our Recommendations
Use of Force

Current: Page 1
"Responsible force use is a necessary part of being a Portland Police Officer, and patrol officers are
required to use force in some situations. Being able to discern the circumstances where a force response
is appropriate, the type of force response that is reasonable under the circumstances, and effectively
and thoroughly articulating the basis for using force is a core competency for any Portland Police Officer.
This course uses law and policy as well as tabletop exercises to help officers make good force decisions."
Proposed: Page 1

"Portland Police Officers are required to use force in some situations. The ability to discern the
circumstances where a force response is appropriate and the type of force response that is reasonable
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under the circumstances, and to effectively and thoroughly articulate the basis for using force, is a core
competency for every officer. This course uses law and policy reinforced by tabletop exercises to help
officers make good force decisions."

Use of Force and Conflict Reporting

Current:Opportunity
"Each report should, of course, accurately document the events at hand. However, an officer should also
not pass up the opportunity to make sure they thoroughly report all ofthe elements favorably
explaining their actions. This is the best chance to ensure that supportive information is established for
posterity. lt is frequently ineffective, if not looked on with skepticism, for an officer to try to later explain
in greater detail or correct "what they actually meant." Don't let this opportunity go to waste. After
having survived and been victorious in a force encounter, don't later become a victim to legal or
administrative review unnecessarily. Take charge of your career health by writing a substantial report."
Proposed: Opportunity
"Each report should accurately document the events at hand including thorough analysis of all of the
elements iustifying the actions taken. This is the best chance to ensure that supportive information is
established for posterity. lt is frequently ineffective, if not looked on with skepticism, for an officer to try
to later explain in greater detail or correct "what I actually meant." After using force appropriately and
successfully do not expose yourself or the Bureau to legal or administrative review unnecessarily by

failing to thoroughly justify your actions."
Current: Level of Detail
"Remember to treat this report as your best opportunity to set the record straight. ln general, reports
will be proportional to the severity ofthe facts. For instance, a simple encounter in which there is no
force that rises to the level of a "force event," but only some minor control, requires a less complicated
report. However, an encounter involving multiple officers, the application of tools, and a suspect
requiring medical attention should generate much more detailed and precise reports. You should always
practice good habits and produce reports that are complete and accurate, but it is also reasonable to
invest more time for those encounters that will (and should) receive extra scrutiny."
Proposed: Level of Detail
"Rememberto treat this report as your best opportunity to describe the events that explain your
actions. ln general, the length and detail should be proportionate to the circumstances. For instance, a
simple encounter that involves only minor control requires less description than one involving multiple
officers, use of a weapon, and/or a suspect requiring medical attention. Always produce reports that are
complete and accurate, but it is also reasonable to invest more time for those encounters that will (and

should) receive extra scrutiny."
Current: Positively Reporting
"A negative account by a witness should be recorded just the same as one that is positive. This helps
show the thoroughness of the investigation and lends credence to all parts. lf a witness provides a
negative account that is not accurate, record it as-is so that it may be available later to speak to the
credibility of that witness.
We have previously discussed the need to "positively report.""
Proposed: lformerly Positively Reportingl Complete and Accurate Reporting
"A negative account by a witness should be recorded just the same as one that is positive. This helps
show the thoroughness ofthe investigation and lends credence to all parts. lf a witness provides a
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negative account you do not feel is accurate, record it as-is so that it may be available later to speak to
the credibility of that witness.
We have previously discussed the need for "Complete and Accurate Reporting.""

Currenl: The Termination of Control/Force
"Always show that as you get compliance or domination of a suspect, that you also reduce or terminate
force. The control of a suspect creates the negative need for additional application because you are now
successful (this also can stand in contrast to the earlier need to continue to apply force when the
suspect was not in control). "
Proposed: The Termination of Control/Force
"lf you can report that as you gained compliance or domination of a suspect, you reduced or terminated
force, do so. The control of a suspect creates the negative need for additional application because you
are now successful (this also can stand in contrast to the earlier need to continue to apply force when
the suspect was not in control)."

Current: Patrol Tactics - Mindset
"Finish the class by circling back to Portland Police Bureau's mindset expectations:
. lam in control of my career, it's path, and it's possibilities
. I will continually try to learn from training, scenarios, calls and fellow officers
. lwill take feedback wellfrom scenarios and real calls, and examine the possibility I could have
done better.
o lwill provide good customer service to the citizens that I serve, even when it is not easy
. lwill use force, including deadly force, when it is needed to protect citizens or other officers"
Proposed: Patrol Tactics - Mindset
"Finish the class by circling back to Portland Police Bureau's mindset expectations:
. lwill provide good customer service to the citizens that I serve, even when it is not easy
. I will use force, including deadly force, when it is needed to protect citizens or other officers
. I will take feedback well from scenarios and real calls, and examine the possibility I could have
done better.
. I will continually learn from training, scenarios, calls and fellow officers.
. I am in control of my career, its path, and its possibilities."

Opportunity Area 4: Use of Force Summary Report Recommendations
Objectives
Review Use of Force summary reports to provide comment on:

L.
2.

Reports' correlation with desired traininB outcomes; suggestions for training
Potential enhancements to Use of Force summary reports

These recommendations rely on information drawn from five sources:

.
.
.

The summary reports

The Department ofJustice settlement agreement
The September 2O!5 Deportment ol .lustice Periodic Complidnce Stotus Assessment Report lor the
Settlement Agreement in United Stotes v. City of Portlond (September DOJ Compliance Report)
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TAC review of eighty pages of lesson outlines that comprise a "Use of Force Decision-Making

Matrix"
Participation in and observation of training delivered by the TraininS Division (PPB)
While it is TAC'S responsibility to review quarterly Use of Force summary reports and provide an annual
recommendation on the reports to the Chief of Police, as a citizen board there are limitations to the
depth and expertise of statistical analysis within our group. TAC appreciates that PPB's Use of Force
lnspector has made himself available to answer questions regarding the reports.

Objective 1:
Reports' correlotion with desired troining outcomes; suggestions for troining
At this time, TAC has limited training suggestions based on causality or correlation between Use of Force
summary reports and specific Use of Force training modules.
This is due to:

.
.
.

Limited time frames to see high level trends in Use of Force summary reports.
lnsufficient database performance to correlate individual behaviors with training outcomes.
Limited exposure to detailed Use of Force training and the evolution of training for Use of Force
and de-escalation over time.

rORCE RECA I\4 NI EN DATlON 1
TAC recommends that the Training Division support a possible re-institution of Use of Force summary

report review among officers with newly created ancillary training materials. TAC suggests transferring
and adapting key Use of Force learning activities, visualizations, games, and focused conversations in
bound flashcard sets for quick review during shift changes across precincts. TAC members have learning
product examples of "Toolbox Talkcards" for consideration.
DAiiON )
Many issues that PPB is confronting, Iincomplete reports; gaps in supervisory reviews; reluctance to
commit to best practices (as noted in lhe Periodic Compliance Status Assessment Report lor the
Settlement Agreement)l cannot be addressed with functional training if there are cultural issues within
the Bureau that require top-to-bottom organizational change management and leadership. Thus TAC
recommends that the Training Division include Organizational Change Management (OCM) leadership
training in the 2016 Training Needs Assessment and that PPB schedule formal training for the Chief, all
senior mana8ement and selected trainers to develop and communicate a Bureau-wide OCM program.
FORCE RECAM NI EN

Although we understand that pursuing and administering OCM training across the organization is not
strictly within the scope of the tactical work of the Training Division, we believe that the incorporation of
change management as appropriate to each tier of personnel will accelerate the consistent application
of Use of Force training and compliance with the DOJ settlement agreement. Although it is best to
design and implement change management prior to siBnificant change, there is an excellent opportunity
to proactively initiate an OCM program from within the Bureau to leverage the normal change cycle of
mayoral elections, and the shifts expected with a new Police commissioner.
We suggest PBB examine these three sources (total time under 2.5 hours) for further discussion
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o
o

Prosci Orsanizational Chanqe Manaqementwebsite

.

High level overview of impacts to different employees; implementation articles

Simon Sinek's work on neurologicaland sociological reasons why people buy the "why"

and not the "what" of an organization including his publications and TedTalks:

.

5imon Sinek Wikipedia
Startwithwhy.com

r
oL

TedTalk

nda.com Leading Change mini-course on shortening change adoption curves

While many changes within the Bureau are necessary, justifiable, and legally required, organizations
facing externally introduced, mandatory change can move slowly, experience change fatigue quickly,
and engender fear, resentment and lowered morale. These sentiments have sometimes been
communicated to TAC members during general officer conversations and ride-alongs. Such expressions
are typical during disruptive change, but may undermine any quality assurance or continuous
improvement processes the Bureau takes on because of, or in addition to, the DOJ Settlement
Agreement. To counter these concerns employees at all levels should be continually familiarized with
well understood, predictable patterns of behavior during disruptive change so that they can better
navigate their environment, seek and find leadership opportunities and rewards, and have clear
expectations of their leaders regarding what excellent organizational change management looks and
feels like:

.
.

lt counters non-compliance with visions of excellence.
lt replaces the tracking of undesirable behaviors with rewarding outstanding behaviors.

Objective 2:
Potentiol Enhdncements to Use of Force Summory Reports
There is a public perception that in any organization data can be interpreted in different ways to support
multiple points of view. ln the realm of policing, this expectation may create barriers to community

relationships, confidence, and trust in police legitimacy. PPB's methodology and quality assurance
processes, underway as documented in the September DOJ Compliance Report, should also be made
readily accessible to the public in an easily understood format.

FARCE RECOMMENDATION 3

that represent the quality of data used to generate Use of Force
reports,n the reports because demonstrating the integrity ofthe data points improves their credibility
TAC suggests that Use of Force reports visually represent:
o Trends in completeness of gathered data over time
. Quality improvements in audited data over time
. lmpact of corrected sample sizes for audits and baselines
TAC recommends including graphs

FARCE RECOA,lI\4EN DATION 4

TAC recommends that a definition of data quality assurance processes and the methodology co-created

with Compliance Office/Community Liaison [COCL] and
Delinition seclion.

PPB analysts be included under

the Meosure
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FORaE REaON"|t/i EN D/\I tOt'l 5

that PPB perform further breakdowns on the ratios / percentages of Use of Force
variation between citizen-initiated requests for service and officer-initiated requests for service. For
example, we would like to know if proportions of Use of Force are equal among service calls. lf officerinitiated activities use less, that may be positive and worth investigating. If officer-initiated activities use
more, it would also be worth investigating to discern additional training opportunities.

TAC recommends

F

O R CF R T..A L4 Nl E N

D)

AT I O N 6

that PPB reinstate the section Totol Suspects lnvolved in PPB Use ol Force lncidents,
per its inclusion in earlier reports to provide regular insight into demographic breakdowns of Use of

TAC recommends

as

Force incidents.
FARCE RECOIVIN,lEN DATION 7

TAC recommends that the Bureau plan for and outline how more detailed breakdowns of large data

categories in the Use of Force summary reports may be refined after initialcompliance and policy Soals
are met. TAC seeks a proactive approach to better understand context of events leading up to Use of
Force encounters to create a robust quality control program to inform training.
An aspirationalstate for PPB's DOJ compliance requirements, and how the Training Division and TAC
hope to optimize police performance through training is succinctly expressed in paragraph 76, p9.21Part C, of the September DOI Compliance Report:

"Determine il ony officer, PPB unit, or group of olficers is using force differently or ot o different
rote thon others, determine the reoson for ony difference and correct or duplicdte elsewhere, as

oppropriote."
During the years since TAC's creation, TAC members have had multiple opportunities to learn about and
discuss a further breakdown of data categories to better understand the conte)d of unfolding Use of
Force events. A recurring pattern in conversations is that as observers to the process, members can and
will suggest possibilities for data analysis and breakdowns, then discover that they are unviable based
on insider understanding of how each data-gathering and analysis process actually works. For example,

to better breakdown Disturbonce and Toke Down categories to find
out that types of categories are not within the purview of PPB to chanBe, as they are handled by the
autonomous Eured u of Emergency Communicotions (BOEC). Although we u ndersta nd this position, the
heart of the request is for a proactive approach: when PPB explains the reason why a suggestion cannot
be implemented, might it not offer alternatives or ideas that may address the intent behind the unviable
TAC members recently inquired how

requests?

We also appreciates that organizations have 1) an overall process maturity model, and that 2) different
processes within the overall structure have different levels of maturity. TAC'5 request for a longer-term
plan to glean deeper contextual understanding from Use of Force data may demand a higher level of
process maturity than PPB has at this time. TAC still seeks early discussions on future possibilities and a
timeline for that work.
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Conclusion
TAC members appreciate and thank the Training Division, its trainers, and the Use of Force lnspector for
their time, effort, and willingness to lay their best efforts open to examination by community members.

Our members hope to continue to build respect and trust among TAC, the broader community, the
Training Division and the Portland Police Bureau to achieve a collaborative and transparent approach to
police training that makes Portland a national leader. To that end TAC looks forward to the Bureau's
evaluation of these recommendations and how they may accelerate PPB's transition from "compliance"
to a level of organizational excellence that attracts outstanding talent and develops a police force that
embodies the vision of safety and honor that many citizens and officers want to see, and that many men
and women in uniform embrace every day.
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Appendix A
Content Process Review
Proposed Content Areas of lnterest

training: Because it has an advisory body, strategic workshop attendees chose not to
pursue this content in 2015.

ECIT

lmplicit

Bias

training: This topic was not selected for 2016 due to the timing of its development.

The Training Division has begun work on content for delivery during 2017 ln-service and TAC will

be providing input to inform the content and its delivery.
Use of Force training: The DOJ settlement identified TAC as the instrument for community input

on force reports. TAC selected this content area for 2016.
Access to Tra ininp Content

2016 is the first year PPB has permitted the fullTAC access to training content. lnitially TAC members
signed non-disclosure agreements, made appointments for on-site-only review of materials, and agreed
to leave all notes based on material with PPB. Later those members on the task force examining use of
language were granted unlimited access to lesson plans with the proviso that they would not share
the m.

Tvpe of

Collelt

Use of Force content permeates a large volume of training content. Due to time constraints for PPB

to

compile and select content and for volunteers to digest large volumes of content, PPB proposed roughly
eighty pages of lesson plan outlines referred to collectively as a "Use of Force Decision-Making Matrix."
Review Process

.
.
.

o

ln January, a PPB instructor presented TAC members with a Use of Force Training overview.

ln February, TAC members scheduled two-hour appointments at Central Precinct to read
content.
PPB hosted a question and answer session with its instructors on February 24, 2016. lt is a noted
oversight that TAC did not record contents of this session for inclusion in this report. Many
content questions were satisfied during Q&A. As a result many opportunities leaned toward
instructional design best practice.
ln March, task forces formed to pursue areas of opportunity.

Areas of Opportunitv and Task Forces

1.

Coaching programs for trainers and developers in PPB Training Division

.
.
.
.

Bruno Amicci, Lead
Rio Rios

Anne Parmeter
Corinne Lowenthal

2.

3.

4.

Evaluation and assessment

.
.
.

Rio Rios, Lead
Jean Johansson
Tina Pha m Semko

Use of language in the training materials for objective and subjective wording
Edward Hershey, Lead

.
.
.

McKay Fenske
Gary M arsch ke

Use of Force Reports

.
.

Sushanah Boston, Lead
Sylvia Zingesen

5.

INot resourced] Explore the business case for just-in-time mobile learning as an addition to
blended lea rning efforts

6.

[Not resourced] Explore how other industries train for unpredictable situations and highstress, quick decision-making, e.g.: air traffic control
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Continuous lmorovement

to produce this report in time for inclusion in the July 2016 needs
assessment, but to make the effort a model for an annual process, designed by TAC and lightly
administered by PPB. Next year it is TAC'S goal to make improvements to the process to ensure it is selfsustaining so that volunteers may focus on community outreach during strategic planning, and
examining training content and instructional best practice more fully in 2017.

TAC'S goal this year was not only

Task Force Guideline Workshe et

Potential Opportu nity Area
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Appendix
Use

B

of Force Summary Reports Public Comment

Section 1: Community lnput
During the May

1lth TraininB Advisory Council meeting TAC solicited community input on the

Use

of

Force summary report recommendation draft. Dan Handelman, of Portldnd Coowotch, submitted

feedback:
"TAC Use of Force reports recommendations

re a long the lines of the "learning
expert" jargon which are not easy to understand. "PPB's methodology and quality assurance processes"
(p. 1/recommendation 2), "Measure Definition section" (recommendation 2),
"process maturity model" (p. 2), "change management" (p. 3). A good way to correct this is to try writing
ln general, there are a lot of words/concepts in this docu ment that

a

the report as if a 6th grader were looking at it rather than someone who works in the learning arena. lf
the overall point is that the PPB can become a stronger organization by undergoing leadership training
and implementing more business-like quality control mechanisms, then it should be assumed that the

It

Bureau doesn't understand all of these terms at this time
ln general, it seems

that recommendations about the existing data showing how frequently officers use
force against people in this city--twice a day, as noted in public comment (#3 and the first r4*) should be
prioritized. The fl. should not be to show graphs explaining how good the data are.
PCW strongly suggests the TAC look at

(example:

<

the previous quarterly reports' race data
>) and

compare it to the new ones
(such as < htt os://www. oo rt la nd o reqo n.pov/oo lice/a rticle/565392> )
where it is plain to see the new ones are missing the "Total suspects involved in PPB use of
force incidents" section (broken down by race/gender) that was the second item in the old reports. Then
recommend that section be put back in.
Tha nk

you

dan handelman"
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Introduction
The Portland Police Bureau (PPB) Training Advisory Council (TAC) was established by Portland City
Council Resolution No. 36912 in 2012 to advise the Chief of Police and the Training Division on training
standards, practices, and outcomes through the examination of training content, delivery, tactics, policy,
equipment, facilities, and other human behavioral factors.
To facilitate creation of a report for the Training Division to include in an annual needs assessment, five
members of TAC and five members of the Division engaged in three strategic planning workshops in
October 2015 to identify priorities and select training areas to review.
Initially TAC examined three areas of interest but settled on one — Use of Force training — for several
reasons including TAC’s wish to fully comply with Item 86 of the City of Portland’s 2012 settlement
agreement with the U.S. Department of Justice, which reads:
“…The Training Division and Training Advisory Council shall make written recommendations to
the Chief regarding proposed changes in policy, training, and/or evaluations based on the data
presented … The Chief’s Office shall assess all Use of Force patterns identified by the Training
Division and/or Training Advisory Council and timely implement necessary remedial training to
address deficiencies so identified.”
TAC identified three opportunity areas and created task forces populated by members with an interest
and/or expertise in that area to research them. This research led to the development of 23
recommendations to the Chief of Police and Training Division captain included in the body of the report.
2015 - 2016 Training Advisory Council Members
Bruno Amicci
Marcus Amicci
Sushanah Boston
David Denecke
Daniel Duvall

McKay Fenske
Edward Hershey
Jean Johansson
Corinne Lowenthal
Gary Marschke

Prepared by: TAC Steering Committee

Anne Parmeter
Rio Rios
Tina Pham Semko
Lamont Wolverton
Sylvia Zingesen
Date Submitted: June 14, 2016
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Recommendations
Opportunity Area 1: Coaching Trainers
Section 1: Findings
In regards to the readiness level of the Bureau to design and develop efficient and effective training, the
council finds:
1. Training Division instructors are generally well prepared and exceptionally good at delivering
training.
2. Trainer (Instructor) and Training Developer are separate and distinct roles and the skills/
knowledge required for each is vastly different.
3. Most instructors develop the training that they deliver. They are also the subject matter experts
in their assigned topics.
4. Not every member in the Training Division has a background or education in Training
Development.
5. According to the Association of Talent Development (ATD), worldwide higher education
organizations, and leaders in the Adult Learning (Training) Industry, a successful training
developer will have significant knowledge of:
a. application of cognitive science and psychology in course design and development.
b. advanced communication methodology
c. training content development methodologies, and
d. training development tools mastery (i.e. Adobe Acrobat, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
Photoshop, Adobe Premier, MS Publisher, MS PowerPoint).
6. The application of the previously mentioned skills and knowledge should significantly improve
consistency, efficiency and effectiveness of all PPB training by:
a. increasing retention rates of knowledge transferred during training, e.g.: by assuring
that all lessons meet the outlined criteria, and that the majority of instructional time is
active (speaking, writing, creating) versus passive (listening, watching, or reading).
b. providing a natural path to the incorporation of analytically derived findings into the
training development process, and
c. designing courses that address the balanced concerns of the Bureau and the
community.
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Section 2: Recommendations
TAC makes the following recommendations:
1. Instruction and course development must be viewed as separate roles requiring different sets of
skills even if the same member of the training staff performs both.
2. The Training Division should explore partnership opportunities with TAC to design and
implement a fully funded training development coaching program. The program would be for
those team members whose role is to develop training courses and other support materials. The
coaching program goals might include:
a. a pool of local volunteer training developers who can offer coaching support to Training
Division staff members holding the role of training developer;
b. clear coaching guidelines that connect training developers to initial skill level and gap
assessments, objectives for each development area; progress reporting to achieve
individual professional goals, and
c. funding for materials needed during the coaching process.
3. The Training Division and training developers should consider adjusting aspects of performance
evaluation against professional objectives set forth in development plans created as a result the
coaching program.
The PPB should work with TAC to develop a plan to better prepare sworn officers for the role of training
developers. In the case of civilian recruitment, PPB’s plan must incorporate skills that better align with
the Adult Learning Industry standards. One such standard is the Association of Talent Development’s
Competency model

Opportunity Area 2: Evaluation and Assessment
Section 1: Findings
With regard to the evaluation of whether PPB’s training and related functions deliver against their
objectives, the Bureau’s mission and the expectations of this community, TAC finds:
1. It is a clear expectation of the DOJ, City Council, the COAB and other organizations that
evaluation of training is one of the key processes that will lead to more effective Portland Police
Bureau training delivery and application. Adult learning specialists, psychologists, and cognitive
scientists concur with that expectation and extend the definition of training evaluation as to the
evaluation of the application of knowledge. TAC has found that many PPB individuals and units
outside of the Training Division overemphasize standard tests that do not evaluate the
application of the knowledge.
2. The Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation is used by the PPB Training Division. It is a balanced
and informed measurement of whether the knowledge transfer was adequate, knowledge was
retained, lead to behavioral change and met the long-term organizational level objectives.
Currently other organizations and advisory boards expect the PPB Training Division to only
evaluate if the knowledge was retained and not measure the application of the knowledge.
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3. The Training Division is facing staffing limitations that hinder the proper evaluation of training
programs, courses and other activities.
4. Some measurement standards requested by other PPB advisory bodies are inconsistent with
cognition science or training industry best practices.
5. PPB advisory bodies and other community groups often find it difficult to identify whether
specific concerns or issues relate to supervision or training or both.
6. Multiple sources are making training recommendations directly to the Training Division and in
most cases there is no alignment with TAC.

Section 2: Recommendations
TAC therefore makes the following recommendations:
1. The methods of program evaluation should change to match the best practices of the adult
learning industry as established by cognitive scientists and psychologists. TAC recommends that:
a. The Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation be recognized as the evaluation standard
for the Portland Police Bureau by other advisory boards and external organizations.
b. ALL mandates and recommendations by external organizations to PPB that relate to the
measurement and/or evaluation of training should also align with the Kirkpatrick model.
If another group is unfamiliar with the Kirkpatrick model, TAC can serve as a partner or
resource to align its mandates and recommendations with the Kirkpatrick model.
c. Per the Kirkpatrick model of training evaluation, the weight of evaluation results at each
level of the model should be considered in the measurement of PPB individual and
organizational performance. Level 3 and 4 evaluations must be implemented and Level 3
evaluation will outweigh Level 1 and 2 evaluations.
2. The Training Division resources dedicated to evaluation of training and the analysis of data
should be increased to:
a. fund two more positions dedicated to assembling and analyzing data, proactively
identifying gaps, and suggesting improvements based on the data.
b. properly select candidates that know the Kirkpatrick model and are not temporary
employees.
3. Training-related recommendations should be routed to the TAC for review to reduce duplication
of effort, prioritize objectives, identify if TAC can be a good partner, and help further develop
the recommendation by leveraging the council’s adult learning expertise.

Opportunity Area 3: Objective and Subjective Use of Language: Words Matter
Our Charge
We were asked by the full TAC and the Training Division to review teaching materials covering Use of
Force prepared and used by instructors in PPB’s Advanced Academy with an eye for objective/subjective
wording. “Keep the community's perception of subjective language in mind,” we were advised. “Be
conscious of how subjective language can unwittingly create/support a particular culture.”

Our Findings
We appreciate that training should encourage prudence without making officers so cautious that they
fail to use appropriate force when it is necessary. Much of the 82 pages of lesson planning we reviewed
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hits the mark, especially in units on discretion, ethics, and communication. Unfortunately we detect
some imbalance in several key areas dealing with police officers’ mindset on patrol and the reports they
are required to submit after a use-of-force incident. As framed in the lesson plans, instruction in these
areas seems too preoccupied with protecting the officer, the Bureau, and the city regardless of the
circumstances. In some cases the changes we are suggesting are nuanced. Changing “If a witness
provides a negative account that is not accurate...” to “If a witness provides a negative account you do
not feel is accurate...” may seem minor but it replaces an inherent sense of superiority with humility in
an arena where police sometimes display too much of the former and not enough of the latter. In other
instances the disparity between the message that we should deliver to new officers and the one
reflected in teaching materials is blatant. For instance rather than calling a unit on post-incident reports
“Positively Reporting,” the division should rename it “Complete and Accurate Reporting.”
Certain metaphorical phrases that may once have been deemed appropriate for training should also be
re-examined to reflect the Bureau’s commitment to preparing officers to abandon old-line thinking and
apply modern techniques sensitive to the public interest even in response to dangerous situations that
require Use of Force. Equating police to sheepdogs and the residents they serve to sheep is probably no
longer useful nor is the term “warrior mentality.” Some of the language referenced above, perpetuates
an "us vs. them" approach the PPB purports it wants to eliminate. We note with interest a recent report
where in DOJ lawyers have urged PPB to drop the "us vs. them'' mentality in officer training after
observing the Bureau's annual weeklong refresher training for Use of Force. DOJ also recommended that
the Bureau minimize use of military combat photos in active-shooter training, include community
volunteers in scenario-based instruction and find a way to allow residents to share their perspectives
about their experiences with officers as part of training. "As an overarching concern, we observed at
several points PPB instructors reinforced a sense of PPB being on the opposite side of the public whom
they police and serve,'' the federal civil rights lawyers wrote.
Finally there is one glaring omission in “Use of Force” training materials. While the subject can come up
when members of Internal Affairs Division are invited to address trainees, nowhere do the reviewed
classwork lesson plans explicitly cover what officers should do if they feel they may have used excessive
force or observed another officer doing so. To our minds that silence speaks volumes because it goes to
the heart of a perception in some circles that police officers are prone to cover up an error or avoid
turning in another officer who has abused his or her authority. Given its legal and career implications,
not raising this issue frequently in training curriculum risks leaving new officers with the impressions
that they must never admit to being wrong.

Our Recommendations
Use of Force
Current: Page 1
“Responsible force use is a necessary part of being a Portland Police Officer, and patrol officers are
required to use force in some situations. Being able to discern the circumstances where a force response
is appropriate, the type of force response that is reasonable under the circumstances, and effectively
and thoroughly articulating the basis for using force is a core competency for any Portland Police Officer.
This course uses law and policy as well as tabletop exercises to help officers make good force decisions.”
Proposed: Page 1
“Portland Police Officers are required to use force in some situations. The ability to discern the
circumstances where a force response is appropriate and the type of force response that is reasonable
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under the circumstances, and to effectively and thoroughly articulate the basis for using force, is a core
competency for every officer. This course uses law and policy reinforced by tabletop exercises to help
officers make good force decisions.”
Use of Force and Conflict Reporting
Current: Opportunity
“Each report should, of course, accurately document the events at hand. However, an officer should also
not pass up the opportunity to make sure they thoroughly report all of the elements favorably
explaining their actions. This is the best chance to ensure that supportive information is established for
posterity. It is frequently ineffective, if not looked on with skepticism, for an officer to try to later explain
in greater detail or correct “what they actually meant.” Don’t let this opportunity go to waste. After
having survived and been victorious in a force encounter, don’t later become a victim to legal or
administrative review unnecessarily. Take charge of your career health by writing a substantial report.”
Proposed: Opportunity
“Each report should accurately document the events at hand including thorough analysis of all of the
elements justifying the actions taken. This is the best chance to ensure that supportive information is
established for posterity. It is frequently ineffective, if not looked on with skepticism, for an officer to try
to later explain in greater detail or correct “what I actually meant.” After using force appropriately and
successfully do not expose yourself or the Bureau to legal or administrative review unnecessarily by
failing to thoroughly justify your actions.”
Current: Level of Detail
“Remember to treat this report as your best opportunity to set the record straight. In general, reports
will be proportional to the severity of the facts. For instance, a simple encounter in which there is no
force that rises to the level of a “force event,” but only some minor control, requires a less complicated
report. However, an encounter involving multiple officers, the application of tools, and a suspect
requiring medical attention should generate much more detailed and precise reports. You should always
practice good habits and produce reports that are complete and accurate, but it is also reasonable to
invest more time for those encounters that will (and should) receive extra scrutiny.”
Proposed: Level of Detail
“Remember to treat this report as your best opportunity to describe the events that explain your
actions. In general, the length and detail should be proportionate to the circumstances. For instance, a
simple encounter that involves only minor control requires less description than one involving multiple
officers, use of a weapon, and/or a suspect requiring medical attention. Always produce reports that are
complete and accurate, but it is also reasonable to invest more time for those encounters that will (and
should) receive extra scrutiny.”
Current: Positively Reporting
“A negative account by a witness should be recorded just the same as one that is positive. This helps
show the thoroughness of the investigation and lends credence to all parts. If a witness provides a
negative account that is not accurate, record it as-is so that it may be available later to speak to the
credibility of that witness.
We have previously discussed the need to “positively report.””
Proposed: [formerly Positively Reporting] Complete and Accurate Reporting
“A negative account by a witness should be recorded just the same as one that is positive. This helps
show the thoroughness of the investigation and lends credence to all parts. If a witness provides a
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negative account you do not feel is accurate, record it as-is so that it may be available later to speak to
the credibility of that witness.
We have previously discussed the need for “Complete and Accurate Reporting.””
Current: The Termination of Control/Force
“Always show that as you get compliance or domination of a suspect, that you also reduce or terminate
force. The control of a suspect creates the negative need for additional application because you are now
successful (this also can stand in contrast to the earlier need to continue to apply force when the
suspect was not in control). “
Proposed: The Termination of Control/Force
“If you can report that as you gained compliance or domination of a suspect, you reduced or terminated
force, do so. The control of a suspect creates the negative need for additional application because you
are now successful (this also can stand in contrast to the earlier need to continue to apply force when
the suspect was not in control).”
Current: Patrol Tactics – Mindset
“Finish the class by circling back to Portland Police Bureau’s mindset expectations:
• I am in control of my career, it’s path, and it’s possibilities
• I will continually try to learn from training, scenarios, calls and fellow officers
• I will take feedback well from scenarios and real calls, and examine the possibility I could have
done better.
• I will provide good customer service to the citizens that I serve, even when it is not easy
• I will use force, including deadly force, when it is needed to protect citizens or other officers”
Proposed: Patrol Tactics – Mindset
“Finish the class by circling back to Portland Police Bureau’s mindset expectations:
• I will provide good customer service to the citizens that I serve, even when it is not easy
• I will use force, including deadly force, when it is needed to protect citizens or other officers
• I will take feedback well from scenarios and real calls, and examine the possibility I could have
done better.
• I will continually learn from training, scenarios, calls and fellow officers.
• I am in control of my career, its path, and its possibilities.”

Opportunity Area 4: Use of Force Summary Report Recommendations
Objectives
Review Use of Force summary reports to provide comment on:
1. Reports' correlation with desired training outcomes; suggestions for training
2. Potential enhancements to Use of Force summary reports
These recommendations rely on information drawn from five sources:
• The summary reports
• The Department of Justice settlement agreement
• The September 2015 Department of Justice Periodic Compliance Status Assessment Report for the
Settlement Agreement in United States v. City of Portland (September DOJ Compliance Report)
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•
•

TAC review of eighty pages of lesson outlines that comprise a “Use of Force Decision-Making
Matrix"
Participation in and observation of training delivered by the Training Division (PPB)

While it is TAC’s responsibility to review quarterly Use of Force summary reports and provide an annual
recommendation on the reports to the Chief of Police, as a citizen board there are limitations to the
depth and expertise of statistical analysis within our group. TAC appreciates that PPB’s Use of Force
Inspector has made himself available to answer questions regarding the reports.

Objective 1:
Reports' correlation with desired training outcomes; suggestions for training
At this time, TAC has limited training suggestions based on causality or correlation between Use of Force
summary reports and specific Use of Force training modules.
This is due to:
• Limited time frames to see high level trends in Use of Force summary reports.
• Insufficient database performance to correlate individual behaviors with training outcomes.
• Limited exposure to detailed Use of Force training and the evolution of training for Use of Force
and de-escalation over time.
FORCE RECOMMENDATION 1
TAC recommends that the Training Division support a possible re-institution of Use of Force summary
report review among officers with newly created ancillary training materials. TAC suggests transferring
and adapting key Use of Force learning activities, visualizations, games, and focused conversations in
bound flashcard sets for quick review during shift changes across precincts. TAC members have learning
product examples of “Toolbox Talkcards” for consideration.
FORCE RECOMMENDATION 2
Many issues that PPB is confronting, [incomplete reports; gaps in supervisory reviews; reluctance to
commit to best practices (as noted in the Periodic Compliance Status Assessment Report for the
Settlement Agreement)] cannot be addressed with functional training if there are cultural issues within
the Bureau that require top-to-bottom organizational change management and leadership. Thus TAC
recommends that the Training Division include Organizational Change Management (OCM) leadership
training in the 2016 Training Needs Assessment and that PPB schedule formal training for the Chief, all
senior management and selected trainers to develop and communicate a Bureau-wide OCM program.
Although we understand that pursuing and administering OCM training across the organization is not
strictly within the scope of the tactical work of the Training Division, we believe that the incorporation of
change management as appropriate to each tier of personnel will accelerate the consistent application
of Use of Force training and compliance with the DOJ settlement agreement. Although it is best to
design and implement change management prior to significant change, there is an excellent opportunity
to proactively initiate an OCM program from within the Bureau to leverage the normal change cycle of
mayoral elections, and the shifts expected with a new Police Commissioner.
We suggest PBB examine these three sources (total time under 2.5 hours) for further discussion:
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o
o

o

ProSci Organizational Change Management website
 High level overview of impacts to different employees; implementation articles
Simon Sinek’s work on neurological and sociological reasons why people buy the “why”
and not the “what” of an organization including his publications and TedTalks:
 Simon Sinek Wikipedia
 Startwithwhy.com
 TedTalk
Lynda.com, Leading Change mini-course on shortening change adoption curves

While many changes within the Bureau are necessary, justifiable, and legally required, organizations
facing externally introduced, mandatory change can move slowly, experience change fatigue quickly,
and engender fear, resentment and lowered morale. These sentiments have sometimes been
communicated to TAC members during general officer conversations and ride-alongs. Such expressions
are typical during disruptive change, but may undermine any quality assurance or continuous
improvement processes the Bureau takes on because of, or in addition to, the DOJ Settlement
Agreement. To counter these concerns employees at all levels should be continually familiarized with
well understood, predictable patterns of behavior during disruptive change so that they can better
navigate their environment, seek and find leadership opportunities and rewards, and have clear
expectations of their leaders regarding what excellent organizational change management looks and
feels like:
• It counters non-compliance with visions of excellence.
• It replaces the tracking of undesirable behaviors with rewarding outstanding behaviors.

Objective 2:
Potential Enhancements to Use of Force Summary Reports
There is a public perception that in any organization data can be interpreted in different ways to support
multiple points of view. In the realm of policing, this expectation may create barriers to community
relationships, confidence, and trust in police legitimacy. PPB’s methodology and quality assurance
processes, underway as documented in the September DOJ Compliance Report, should also be made
readily accessible to the public in an easily understood format.
FORCE RECOMMENDATION 3
TAC recommends including graphs that represent the quality of data used to generate Use of Force
reports in the reports because demonstrating the integrity of the data points improves their credibility.
TAC suggests that Use of Force reports visually represent:
• Trends in completeness of gathered data over time
• Quality improvements in audited data over time
• Impact of corrected sample sizes for audits and baselines
FORCE RECOMMENDATION 4
TAC recommends that a definition of data quality assurance processes and the methodology co-created
with Compliance Office/Community Liaison [COCL] and PPB analysts be included under the Measure
Definition section.
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FORCE RECOMMENDATION 5
TAC recommends that PPB perform further breakdowns on the ratios / percentages of Use of Force
variation between citizen-initiated requests for service and officer-initiated requests for service. For
example, we would like to know if proportions of Use of Force are equal among service calls. If officerinitiated activities use less, that may be positive and worth investigating. If officer-initiated activities use
more, it would also be worth investigating to discern additional training opportunities.
FORCE RECOMMENDATION 6
TAC recommends that PPB reinstate the section Total Suspects Involved in PPB Use of Force Incidents, as
per its inclusion in earlier reports to provide regular insight into demographic breakdowns of Use of
Force incidents.
FORCE RECOMMENDATION 7
TAC recommends that the Bureau plan for and outline how more detailed breakdowns of large data
categories in the Use of Force summary reports may be refined after initial compliance and policy goals
are met. TAC seeks a proactive approach to better understand context of events leading up to Use of
Force encounters to create a robust quality control program to inform training.
An aspirational state for PPB's DOJ compliance requirements, and how the Training Division and TAC
hope to optimize police performance through training is succinctly expressed in paragraph 76, pg. 21
Part C, of the September DOJ Compliance Report:
"Determine if any officer, PPB unit, or group of officers is using force differently or at a different
rate than others, determine the reason for any difference and correct or duplicate elsewhere, as
appropriate."
During the years since TAC’s creation, TAC members have had multiple opportunities to learn about and
discuss a further breakdown of data categories to better understand the context of unfolding Use of
Force events. A recurring pattern in conversations is that as observers to the process, members can and
will suggest possibilities for data analysis and breakdowns, then discover that they are unviable based
on insider understanding of how each data-gathering and analysis process actually works. For example,
TAC members recently inquired how to better breakdown Disturbance and Take Down categories to find
out that types of categories are not within the purview of PPB to change, as they are handled by the
autonomous Bureau of Emergency Communications (BOEC). Although we understand this position, the
heart of the request is for a proactive approach: when PPB explains the reason why a suggestion cannot
be implemented, might it not offer alternatives or ideas that may address the intent behind the unviable
requests?
We also appreciates that organizations have 1) an overall process maturity model, and that 2) different
processes within the overall structure have different levels of maturity. TAC’s request for a longer-term
plan to glean deeper contextual understanding from Use of Force data may demand a higher level of
process maturity than PPB has at this time. TAC still seeks early discussions on future possibilities and a
timeline for that work.
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Conclusion
TAC members appreciate and thank the Training Division, its trainers, and the Use of Force Inspector for
their time, effort, and willingness to lay their best efforts open to examination by community members.
Our members hope to continue to build respect and trust among TAC, the broader community, the
Training Division and the Portland Police Bureau to achieve a collaborative and transparent approach to
police training that makes Portland a national leader. To that end TAC looks forward to the Bureau’s
evaluation of these recommendations and how they may accelerate PPB’s transition from “compliance”
to a level of organizational excellence that attracts outstanding talent and develops a police force that
embodies the vision of safety and honor that many citizens and officers want to see, and that many men
and women in uniform embrace every day.
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Appendix A
Content Process Review
Proposed Content Areas of Interest
•
•

•

ECIT training: Because it has an advisory body, strategic workshop attendees chose not to
pursue this content in 2016.
Implicit Bias training: This topic was not selected for 2016 due to the timing of its development.
The Training Division has begun work on content for delivery during 2017 In-Service and TAC will
be providing input to inform the content and its delivery.
Use of Force training: The DOJ settlement identified TAC as the instrument for community input
on force reports. TAC selected this content area for 2016.

Access to Training Content
2016 is the first year PPB has permitted the full TAC access to training content. Initially TAC members
signed non-disclosure agreements, made appointments for on-site-only review of materials, and agreed
to leave all notes based on material with PPB. Later those members on the task force examining use of
language were granted unlimited access to lesson plans with the proviso that they would not share
them.
Type of Content
Use of Force content permeates a large volume of training content. Due to time constraints for PPB to
compile and select content and for volunteers to digest large volumes of content, PPB proposed roughly
eighty pages of lesson plan outlines referred to collectively as a “Use of Force Decision-Making Matrix.”
Review Process
•
•
•

•

In January, a PPB instructor presented TAC members with a Use of Force Training overview.
In February, TAC members scheduled two-hour appointments at Central Precinct to read
content.
PPB hosted a question and answer session with its instructors on February 24, 2016. It is a noted
oversight that TAC did not record contents of this session for inclusion in this report. Many
content questions were satisfied during Q&A. As a result many opportunities leaned toward
instructional design best practice.
In March, task forces formed to pursue areas of opportunity.

Areas of Opportunity and Task Forces
1. Coaching programs for trainers and developers in PPB Training Division
• Bruno Amicci, Lead
• Rio Rios
• Anne Parmeter
• Corinne Lowenthal
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2. Evaluation and assessment
• Rio Rios, Lead
• Jean Johansson
• Tina Pham Semko
3. Use of language in the training materials for objective and subjective wording
• Edward Hershey, Lead
• McKay Fenske
• Gary Marschke
4. Use of Force Reports
• Sushanah Boston, Lead
• Sylvia Zingesen
5. [Not resourced] Explore the business case for just-in-time mobile learning as an addition to
blended learning efforts
6. [Not resourced] Explore how other industries train for unpredictable situations and highstress, quick decision-making, e.g.: air traffic control
TAC Annual Activity Calendar
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Continuous Improvement
TAC’s goal this year was not only to produce this report in time for inclusion in the July 2016 needs
assessment, but to make the effort a model for an annual process, designed by TAC and lightly
administered by PPB. Next year it is TAC’s goal to make improvements to the process to ensure it is selfsustaining so that volunteers may focus on community outreach during strategic planning, and
examining training content and instructional best practice more fully in 2017.
Task Force Guideline Worksheet
Potential Opportunity Area

Root Cause
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Recommendation

Appendix B
Use of Force Summary Reports Public Comment
Section 1: Community Input
During the May 11th Training Advisory Council meeting TAC solicited community input on the Use of
Force summary report recommendation draft. Dan Handelman, of Portland Copwatch, submitted
feedback:
“TAC Use of Force reports recommendations
In general, there are a lot of words/concepts in this document that are along the lines of the "learning
expert" jargon which are not easy to understand. "PPB's methodology and quality assurance processes"
(p. 1/recommendation 2), "Measure Definition section" (recommendation 2),
"process maturity model" (p. 2), "change management" (p. 3). A good way to correct this is to try writing
the report as if a 6th grader were looking at it rather than someone who works in the learning arena. If
the overall point is that the PPB can become a stronger organization by undergoing leadership training
and implementing more business-like quality control mechanisms, then it should be assumed that the
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Bureau doesn't understand all of these terms at this time.
In general, it seems that recommendations about the existing data showing how frequently officers use
force against people in this city--twice a day, as noted in public comment (#3 and the first #4*) should be
prioritized. The #1 should not be to show graphs explaining how good the data are.
PCW strongly suggests the TAC look at the previous quarterly reports' race data
(example: <https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/533066>) and
compare it to the new ones
(such as <https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/565392>)
where it is plain to see the new ones are missing the "Total suspects involved in PPB use of
force incidents" section (broken down by race/gender) that was the second item in the old reports. Then
recommend that section be put back in.
Thank you
dan handelman”
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